Skill Builder Series
Enhance your skills by unlocking the power of the MBTI® to get results at work.
In this series you will take a deeper dive into the MBTI® tool to extend your knowledge of personality preferences
and types and their application to common workplace challenges. Each module is a standalone learning unit or
can be combined to create your own customised program.
Duration: Each session is 90 minutes
Prerequisites: Participants must have completed the Understanding Your Work Preferences Using MBTI®
workshop prior to attending a skill builder. It is common for participants to complete the workshop in the morning
and then continue their learning through a series of one or more skill builder sessions in the afternoon.

Skill Builder Modules
Influencing Different Personality Types
The ability to influence others at work is critical to our success, whether it’s getting a proposal accepted or vital
input from others on a project. In this highly practical and interactive skill builder session you will learn how to
become more influential at work, including methods of presenting information to various personality types to help
sway them towards your desired outcome. This skill builder is ideal for individuals or teams who needs to use the
art of influence to achieve their goals and objectives at work.

Managing Conflict
Conflict is normal part of working life and can emerge unexpectedly when dealing with co-workers, peers,
managers or other departments. What will determine your success at work is how you resolve conflict. Drawing
on the MBTI® preference pairs for insight, participants will learn how to recognise conflict triggers and manage
common pitfalls. Participants will leave this session feeling empowered to deal with conflict and to use their skills
to help build or maintain productive working relationships within the team or with others across the organisation.

Communicating with Difference Personality Types
The ability to communicate effectively is critical to our success at work. When communication breaks down,
working relationships suffer and productivity grinds to a halt. Whether you need to make a request, express an
idea or implement change you need to know how to communication in a way that is understood by your
counterpart. In this powerful session, participants will learn how to communicate with different personality types
resulting in greater behavioural flexibility.

Skill Builder Series
Enhance your skills by unlocking the power of the MBTI® to get results at work.
Improving Team Problem Solving
Having an effective approach to problem-solving can skyrocket a team’s productivity. The MBTI® functional pairs
(the middle two letters of your personality type) provide immediate insights into how problem solving can be
enhanced so that teams can achieve outcomes in an efficient and effective manner. In this highly experiential
session, participants will learn a simple seven-step process that will make solving problems as a team a stressfree experience.

Managing Stress
It is well known that there is a strong correlation between stress and performance at work. Learning how to
manage stress is vital for wellbeing and happiness; if neglected can lead to burn-out and other health issues.
Drawing on the latest research into personality type and wellbeing, this session will help deepen individuals’
understanding on what might trigger stress and how to manage it effectively. Participants will also learn how to
support each other when dealing with stressful situations.
Need a different skill builder topic?
Call and speak to one of our Design Consultants about how we can help you to meet the specific learning needs
of your team, so you can unlock the power of MBTI® to get results at work.

About People Smart
We believe in being “people smart”. Our sole mission is to help people achieve productive and cooperative
relationships at work, and the more “people smart” we are, the more likely we are to achieve this objective.

Other questions?
Contact us on (03) 8676 0734 or on our website.

